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OpenCV 3 Computer Vision with Python Cookbook: Leverage the power of OpenCV 3 and Python to build computer vision applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Recipe-based approach to tackle the most common problems in Computer Vision by leveraging the functionality of OpenCV using Python APIs

	
		Key Features

		
			Build computer vision applications with OpenCV functionality via Python API
	
			Get to grips with image processing, multiple...
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Indoor Environmental Quality and Health Risk toward Healthier Environment for All (Current Topics in Environmental Health and Preventive Medicine)Springer, 2019

	
		This volume discusses the effects of indoor air environment and pollution in modern buildings on human health. Highlighting epidemiological studies and the determining factors, it offers proposals for improving indoor air quality (IAQ) in different environments. Focusing not only on homes and offices, but also vehicles and aircrafts,...
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Deploying IPv6 NetworksCisco Press, 2006
An essential guide to IPv6 concepts, service implementation, and interoperability in existing IPv4 environments.

	
    Learn about IPv6 services and the relevant IPv6 features that make them possible

    
	
    Plan, deploy, and manage IPv6 services at...
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The Handbook of Information Systems ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This book provides a fresh perspective on issues related to IS research by providing chapters from world-renowned leaders in IS research along with chapters from relative newcomers who bring some interesting and often new perspectives to IS research.

The field of information systems research is undergoing subtle changes as it seeks to...
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Risk Management and Capital AdequacyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A Step-by-Step Approach for Integrating Market, Credit, and Operational Risk Management--While Complying with New Basel Accord Guidelines

For financial institutions around the world, the work involved in managing market, credit, and operational risk exposures--as well as the capital required to support such...
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Algebraic Theory of Automata Networks (SIAM Monographs on Discrete Mathematics and Applications, 11)SIAM, 2004
This self-contained monograph covers the foundations of what is currently known about automata networks, giving the reader sufficient theoretical background to be at the forefront of research in many related areas. Alexandra Kireeva, Mathematical Reviews     

       Algebraic Theory of Automata Networks investigates automata networks as...
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The Lanczos and Conjugate Gradient Algorithms: From Theory to Finite Precision ComputationsSIAM, 2006
"No present book comes near this one in the range and depth of treatment of these two extremely important methods—the Lanczos algorithm and the method of conjugate gradients."   Chris Paige, School of Computer Science, McGill University.     The Lanczos and conjugate gradient (CG) algorithms are fascinating numerical...
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Infinitesimal Differences: Controversies between Leibniz and his ContemporariesWalter de Gruyter, 2008
The essays offer a unified and comprehensive view of 17th century mathematical and metaphysical disputes overÂ status of infinitesimals, particularly the question whether they were real or mere fictions. Leibnizs development of the calculus and his understanding of its metaphysical foundation are taken as both a point of departure and a...
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Masters of the Mind: Exploring the Story of Mental Illness from Ancient Times to the New MillenniumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The mind is unique in its interest to people from all walks of life. This interest is not new; throughout written history people have observed, described, and pondered strange behaviors and thoughts within themselves and their neighbors. The questions that people have posed about these experiences seem so simple and basic. Why do we seek to...
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Handbook of Synthetic PhotochemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Unique in its focus on preparative impact rather than mechanistic details, this handbook provides an overview of photochemical reactions classed according to the structural feature that is built in the photochemical step, so as to facilitate use by synthetic chemists unfamiliar with this topic. An introductory section covers practical...
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The Physics of Foraging: An Introduction to Random Searches and Biological EncountersCambridge University Press, 2011

	Do the movements of animals, including humans, follow patterns that can be described quantitatively by simple laws of motion? If so, then why? These questions have attracted the attention of scientists in many disciplines, and stimulated debates ranging from ecological matters to queries such as 'how can there be free will if one follows...
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Immunochemical Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	Immunochemical techniques have been in use for many years with early examples of bacterial strain typing dating back to the 1940s. The basis for the science is the exquisite elegance of the mammalian immune system with its ability to recognize foreign proteins and to manufacture antibody m- ecules that strongly bind to the substances that...
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